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RULES AND RECUIREMENTS FOR 

APPLICATION VIDEO 

1. The video should be between 2-3 minutes long. Videos that are longer than 3 minutes will   
 only be watched and evaluated up to 3 minutes. 

2. The video should be marked with the name of the applicant. 

3. The video should be found on YouTube or similar channels. The video cannot be private. 
 Files sent directly to us will not be downloaded and evaluated. ONLY links to YouTube etc.   
 will be accepted. If you pick a song/music that you do not have the rights to (copy right   
 law), your video might be removed from YouTube. We cannot do anything about this. If you   
 are in doubt whether your music might be subject to copy rights you have to check this   
 yourself before you send the application.

4. The video cannot be cut or edited in any way, and should be filmed in one take. 
       (You cannot put together different clips, or cut out part of the video). 

5. The video should be of good quality with good lighting. It is your responsibility that the judg  
 es can see you well. 

6. Only 1 video per applicant. 

7. The applicant/applicants should be the only person/people in the video. If applicable, human  
 props can be included. You cannot send us a group-video and ask us to only evaluate you.  

8. The application video does not have to demonstrate the routine you will perform in the com 
 petition, but if you already have a theme in mind, it could be a bonus to show this in the video. 

9. Videos from previous competitions or shows cannot be used as an application video. This is
 to make sure that the application process is fair for everyone applying. The execution of a   
 routine from an actual competition will naturally give a better impression than an    
 application video filmed at a pole studio or similar location. 

10. The application video must follow the rules and requirements for the competition. 


